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The Telestrat with the Minitel System.

The New 64K
Oric.

{_.reka Informatique the new
buyers of Oric have launched
a new 64K Computer called
the Telestrat.

Last year when Oric went
(; ‘mkrupt they were going to
“Taunch a new model onto the
market called the Stratos.
But due to bankruptcy the
launch of the Stratos was

,~vounded to a halt,After many long weeks in
receivership a buyer for
Nric was found and the buy-
ers are [Eureka Informatique.
At the time the public was
only told that Oric's futu-
re plans for the Stratos
was sold to them as well as
substantial stocks of comp-
onents, half built and comp-
leted Atmoses.So the future
of the Stratos looked gloo-
my and no onc knew if Burecka
would continue the launch
of the Stratos,

Fureka have kept the ex-
ternal design of the Strat-
os design but internally
a lot of things have happ-
ened.For one the name has
been changed to Telestrat,
a brand new compiled Basic
has been written for the
machine ;look on page 3 for
full list.

The Telestrat can be
plugged directly into a
Minitel - the French conm-
unications system consist-
ing of a rubber type key-
board,a monochrome V.D.U &

with a modem incorporated.
The idea is to allow the
user of the Minitel system
to consult databases and
store the information onto
a 3" Disc Drive which is
double sided & double den-
sity.The 3" drive and com-
puter arc sold together as
an cnscemble.,

The owner can also
create his/hers very own
database consultancy -serv-
ice with a telematique car-
tridge,this contains the
videotext pages and the ab
orescence (the organigra-
mme that treats how the
pages are turned.) is very
easy,

All Oric-1 & Atmos read-
ers of Your Oric need not
feel left out because Oric
1 and Atmos cartridges are
already being made available
allowing you to load all the
software you might have.

Eureka are currently
studying a Prestel cartridge
which would enable them to
sell this great computer in
England.This would then let
any user owning a modem to
create their own database
or even to consult Minitel,

INSIDE
FGC's Ilires Dump Reviewed.

K.Thompson's Adventure Spot.



TELESTRAT BASIC
From front page.....
Here is a list of the new compiled Basic for the Telestrat
For editing:LIST,SLIST,MERGE, DELETE,RENUM, NUM, SEEK, CHANGE, TRACE, CONT, DPVAR. ..
FAR. .TO..STEP. NEXT, COUNT, ENDC, WORD, ENDW, AWORD, GOTO, GOSUB, RETURN, POP, IF. , THEN. . ELSE, ON. . GOTO,

PRINT, SPRINT, LPRINT, USING, DATA, READ, RESTORE, DIM, GET, INPUT, POKE, DOKE, REM, RANDOM, MOVE, SWAP, ERR,

ERRGOTO, RESUME, ERROR, CALL, USER

The operations & function commands:

AND, OR, XOR, |, ,+,/,ASC, LEN, INSTR, CHR§, BINY , IEX§ , LEFTZ , RIGHT, MID§ , MIDDLE§ , UPE, LOg , LOB, KEY§,,

SPC¥,STRINGE, ABS, PEEK, DEEK, INT, SGN, POINT, PI, FRE

....0PCH,CLCH, WIDTH, INK, PAPER, WINDOW, L¥IDTH, LLINE, LFEED,, LBUF, LOUT , SSPEED, SMODE, SRBUFF,

SEBUFF, TEXT, HIRES, LORES,KEYIF,AZERTY, QWERTY , ACCENT, KEYDEFF ,KEYUSE, VUSER. . .

\lusic commands :SOUND,PLAY,MUSIC,SHONT. ...
Graphic commands:

LINE, CURSET, CURMOV, DRAW, BOX, AB0X , PAINT, CIRCLE, ELLIPSE, CHAR, SCHAR, TCURSET, TCURMOV, TDRAW,

TADRAW,TABOX etc....
Many thanks to Ian Macpherson of EI for providing us with this information -Ed.

NEW TITLES FROM FGC

Financial & General Computing (F.G.C) has released six new software titles for the Oric-1 &

Atmos computers.They include two arcade games;Chuckford is a fast machine code game which
has 10 screens.The aim is to move Chuckford around the screens,moving along platforms, jump-
ing onto lifts and climbing ladders to clear the screen of all the eggs befor time runs out
or else the patrolling birds will get you.10,000 points has to be obtained to rain a bonus.
The cost is £6.95.

The second is a fast action game called Snake Venom.It has impressive sound and graphics.
Your task is to find your venomous friend and pen him in.Three kills and you move onto the
next stage.,wvhere your mutant friend will appose you.Finally in stage three you must dest-
roy the 5 nests to rid us of the snake forever.The price is £5.95. (Snake Venom has already
won a place in the Oric Charts being in at number 23 “5d.

Buccaneer is a totaly unique adventure with graphics for each location.Sail the oceans
and explore harbours and islands for treasure.Price is £6.95.

MCP—40 Hires Screen Dump is a utility for the Oric Atmos.It is fast and produces high
resolution dumps to printer in four different sizes.Price is £6.95, (This Utility is revi-
ewed by C.Thompson in the Software Reviews Section ~Fd.)

Screen Desiwner is another utility which enables you to design a Hires screen and
store another in memory.This is for the Atmos computer and costs £6.95.The last release is
a Football Manager type game called Leaguc Champions.You can manage your favourite team
in the FA Cup and Charity Shield matches.Save game at any point.It's for the Atmos and 1s

priced at £5,95.A11 the software above can be obtained from F.G.C at 20 Mcadowcroft,Euxton,
Chorley,Lancs PR7T OBU,



W.E. ACCEPTS AGENCY
In the first week of July W.E.Software had been offered,and accepted the U.K. Agency for
Eureka Informatique and Oric Products International.This means that W,E.Software are able
to extend there already wide services in the means of Hardware and Software which they
were unable to obtain for some time but are now becomming available to them.
HARDWARE:

SEDORIC (Advanced Disc Drive DOS) supplied on 3" Disc £59.95
Eureka/Oric Cosmos Printer (40/80/132 Col1,80/100 cps) £309.95 g

MCP 40 Printer/Plotter Pens (Per Pack) £4.95 = DEAR sully amyl
Cosmos Ribbon r £12.99 BsaOric-1 &

AtmosROM
Cartridges £22.95 each Ee

If you would like to place an early order to secure one of the first shipments,then get in
contact with W,E.Software at the following address: Foley Bank,Worcester Road,Great Malvern,
Worcestershire WR14 4QW.The price of the Telestrat is likely to be £360.00 + VAT,

v TELESTRAT UPDATE:

1.0 ORIC 'TELESTRAT'

We are very pleased to announce that the TELESTRAT is soon to arrive in the U.K. after
it's launch recently in France.The first ones were delivered in March to the pilot ORIC

shops in France for complete testing of telecommunications software,those following were
7 “ivered in April and currently the TELESTRAT is appearing all over France.For those
wuo are not familiar with the French telecommunications system,the PIT have invested very
heavily in a network system called "Minitel".A minitel is composed, for the moment,of a 40
column monochrome screen,a keyboard and a modem,they are installed between the telephone
plug and the telephone receiver.A large number of companies have invested in the creation
of database centres and,of course,the directory is now completely electronic.The minitels
. : distributed at no charge to people with a telephone line.Where does the TELESTRAT fit
into all this you might ask? Up to very recently,anyone interested in creating their own
databse information centre had to invest around 2000 pounds for the necessary hardware and
anything up to three months in writing the software in BASIC for the creation of the video-
text pages and the organigramme needed to run the database.This is now a thing of the past!

The telecommunications software is designed in such a way that the creation of the
videotext screens and the organigramme necessary for managing access to the database be-
comes a very simple matter.This is where the TELESTRAT comes. into its own.Any businessman
« shop owner wanting to give people access to information outside business hours, or
wishing to change the display on the screen no longer needs to go to the videotext speci-
alists,He can run the whole thing by himself and change the presentation as he wishes,The
number of possible applications of such a system is growing enormously every day,at least
in France,and we can only suppose that similar events will happen in the rest of the world.
T ecommunications and electronic information transfer are here to stay and the TELESTRAT

is the first. personal computer offering so many possibilities,
Now for a word or two about the BASIC.Over 250 instructions — compiled as it is entered

—- 200 times faster than existing BASIC's on other micro-computers — full page editor -—

notification of errors in lines of BASIC as they are entered — complete control of all
peripherals and possibility of change and/or modification at any moment.In our opnion
F. bably the most modern BASIC available on the market today.

A Prestel cartridge is currently being studied and we hope to be given the possibilty
of studying telephonic handshaking routines for other contries.No other home manufacturer
has anything similar on the market today.

J.P.Morlane.Commercial Director,Bureka Informatique.(Extract from letter dated 17th June
1986,to Mark Willis — W,E.Software.)

THE SEDORIC BOMB

For several months there has been talk of a new disc drive with a new operating system
(SEDORIC).This system has been available from Eureka Informatique dince December 1985,and
is now available in the UNITED KINGDOM.



DRIVE - SINGLE SIDED:

First impression: The outside appearance is the same as the old drive,It still appears as the
standard 3" red and black drive.In reality the interior has changed, it is possible to use a
cassette recorder with the disc drive connected to the ORIC,this wasn't possible before, (some—
times it was necessary to connect a small resistance between two pins on the interface.) The
drive is not yet double sided,as is the TELESTRAT version,it has one drive head.Modifications
are also apparent,the supply is new;it doesn't heat up! The component previously responsable
for overheating has been placed outside the plastic case on a large cooling radiator.One does
not have the suprise of finding melted supply due to leaving the power on all night! The unit
can also supply two drives,this reduces the number of wires and plugs,

The software has been totally rewritten.The storage capacity has been increased.With ORIC-
DOS the capacity per side consisted of 40 tracks each containing 16 sectors of 256 bytes,This
therefore represented 160K formatted per side,With SEDORIC (the name given to the new DOS)
the default values are 42 tracks of 17 sectors,making 178.5K per side.These parameters can

. totally adjustable during formatting of the disc,the number can vary between 21 and 99,
The number of sectors on each track can similarily vary between 16 and 19.The default values
during formatting of a disc are not pointless,they effectively correspond to an increase in
capacity without loss of reliability.If the number of sectors per track is fixed at 19 then
a very large capacity is available,but this is with a corresponding loss of reliabilty.On the
other hand,the selected default values correspond equally to those which give the fasted speed
of rcading and writing,and the transfer speed of the system is truley exceptional.Consider
this — the Oric Atmos demo which occupies 149 sectors on the disc (namely a little more than
37K) is always loaded in less than 4 seconds.This corresponds to a transfer speed in the
order of 10K/sec.An enthusiast with an 80 track 5% drive can format discs with SEDORIC in 80
(or more ) tracks of 16 (or more ) sectors.While the number of tracks is limited to 99 SEDORIC
does not allow formatting of an 80 track double sided :.drive this is handled as a "double-—
single" sided drive.

Enough has been said about formatting and speed,let us say a little about the rest.SEDORIC
has a number of very well known powerful and pratical functions.,Named at random : RENUM - per-mits the renumbering of a BASIC program,MERGE — fuses to BASIC programs,SEEK - searches for a
string of characters in a program;CIANGE — replaces all strings found by others,and an auto-
matic renumbering function — NUM,These constitute what the manual calls programming aids.

An extended BASIC is also present on the SEDORIC disc.This allows correct management of the
keyboard.One can easily go from a QWERTY to a AZERTY keyboard at leisure,the user can define
function keys and save,load,or modify these,a management of errors is provided. (A number of
other functions are available,the pleasure of finding these is best left to the new owner!)
CRFATEW and WINDOW allow the creation,with a full screen editor,of a fixed window on the
screen and its subsequent use,The management of files is not forgotten in the D0S,there are
of course sequential and direct access with all the necessary functions for their use,but
also other commands which allow enthudiasts to go "hacking" directly into sectors of the disc.
The HIRES screen (or parts of it) can also be directly saved,allowing linking together of
images,which in combination with the great speed of the drive,allows the creation of graphic
animation without much effort.

It is notable that the DOS contains numerous reserved variables which allow one to querythe state of ones system at a given moment.For example,one can discover the values held by
the processor registers,the position of the cursor in HIRES,or ask a complete file to be
found.An appendix to the manual outlines these variables.Another (appendix) gives entry
points of several DOS routines and the addresses of system variables.This is certainly a
great utility for the programmer and assembler,

The SEDORIC disc contains a number of other utilities.In particular there are 2 files
called ROMORIC1 and ROMATMOS which allow loading at will of the Oric-1 and Atmos ROM resp-
ectively,thus running all ORIC SOFTWARE,The same SEDORIC is able to convert Oric DOS V1.1
(XL DOS) and TDOS files thanks to a welcome utility called CONVERT.Statistics can also be
executed on the instructions of a BASIC program (good programs can be distinguished from
bad by the number of GOTO's ) .GAMEINT allows creation of a game disc with a very reduced
DOS. (3 instructions are retained,direct access,LOAD and DIR).
EXEMPLARY SPEED: +

Undoubtedly this drive,and above all this operating system,is a success by its exemplary
speed (my MAC is jontons) this system certainly constitutes the most useful peripheral for
your Oric micro.Furthermore the price is attractive,since the disc drive,system SEDORIC,
together with a very complementary manual of 110 pages (in good French,soon to be translated
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into English, in note form for the moment) can be purchased from W,E.Software,Foley Bank,
Worcester Road,Great Malvern,Worcestershire,WR14 4QW,

| The price is £234,48 + VAT for the disc drive,SEDORIC system and manual,and £52.14 + VAT
for the SEDORIC system (which is fully compatible with "old" Oric Drives) and manual,
Many thanks to Mark Willis of W,E.Softwiare for providing Your Oric with the SEDORIC
Information -Id. atin WT FER. gL) NYS

REAP.WME UBT Dsssusnasinsnrsawvinsnsnss (7 27 050)
As a result of the recent link-up with Eureka Informatique/Oric Products International
W.E.Software are able to offer the following items at reduced rates for approximately two
months from now :-
Eureka/Oric 3" Disc Drive complete with SEDORIC (advanced d/d DOS) was £269.65 — £30.00 OFF
NOW £239.65 inc VAT.

Oric V23 Modem complete with interface and Prestel software was £64.95 — £15.00 OFF <&—NOW £49.95 inc VAT.

Freka/Oric COSMOS Printer (40/80/132 columns,80/100 cps) was £309.95 — £40.00 OFF
J £269.95 inc VAT

Fureka/Oric Programmable Joystick Interface was £37.55 — £5.00 OFF NOW £32.55 inc VAT.

Software offers:-
LLB: OFFER PRICE: NORMAL PRICE:
Hobbit £11.25 £14.95Assembler/Disassembler ——— £ 6.75 £8.95 —&
Flight Simulator esses £ 5.9 £ 7.9527 Invaders £ 5.95 £ 7.95
M, stery Towers £ 5.95 £ 7,95
Space Crystal £ 5.95 £7.95Novotnic Puzzle £ 5.9 £ 7.95
Super Advanced Breakout £ 5.95 £ 7.95
Oric Munch £ 5.95 £ 7.95Ultima Zone £°5.95 £ 7.95
MARC £ 5.25 £ 6.95Elecktro Storm £ 5.25 £ 6,95
ES _er Meteors £5.25 £ 6,95
* All the above prices include VAT * Limited offer whilst stocks last,

MAILORIC
A&P Software offer a wide scope of Oric software for the Oric-1 and Atmos.They cover Arcade
action games,Strategy,Adventures,lductational and Utility programs.A&P Software also stock
Oric Books and Hardware products;Cumana Disc Drive,Reset Switches and blank 3" discs all at
competitive prices.A&P Software can be contacted at the following address:34 Varley Road,

ne,Bolton,BL3 4EU,

oD 9Ed & cements ,,,
PHEW! Issue two soon arrived.I hope you like the new improved Newsletter,the Hints and Tipssection has been totally restyled with the added feature of the pull-out listing which I
hope you like.I hope you all will enjoy reading the latest news from France on the New
SEDMRIC DOS.

I and the team have been buzzing with excitement about the launch of the TELESTRAT in
the U.K and what lies in store for the Oric-1 and Atmos computers we hope for lots of new
software don't we? At last the Oric (after a year!) has finally hit the headlines in the
Computer magazines,we now can only hope that these magazines will support the Oric and
accept that it is a powerful machine (s) and 1s here to stay,and will never die!

Other goodies for the Oric are starting to appear,one of these being the Fureka/Oric
Cosmos Printer,we're being spoilt arn't we? Let's hope that Fureka keeps up the good work
so three cheers for Bureka Hip Hip Hurray,Hip Hip Hurray,llip Hip Hurray!
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A. Chan has Passed on 4 pevealing ip for Oric—-1 owners. To disk lay
the software weiter: of the Oeic ROM. Gust tape CALLES215G8.
Alan Filed who copes fram Bolton kas sent in boo ous oa ool lection of
Pokes, Dokes, Calls and other @oodies for Olio owners. Here thed are
and thankyou Han, In ER,
FOKE#45668, 8 ~ Starks Auto Bon, DOEE#1E. #FR9F ~ Ping instead of
message (Fhmozs onle d DOKERZFE #1 16m= AE ban of CHEMO only

bea ofieba = kedboard OFFSOM COric-1 onle 00 POREY YS TEE ~ sped
uP Basic but slows down ked speed, POKE#FPS, 168 ~ zPeed of key refeat, ‘
F. ThomP son bas Save Your Orica wer useful Lip for sPesding uf Lhe vo
editing an the

) CTRLHA see the skeed of the ooezor!
SCROLL ROUTIME BY KLAUS FEDERS0OMH FOR THE ORIC-1 42K OMLY
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5 REM SCROLL EOUTIME
18 GOSLUE 115249
268 TE="The Your Dric Mewsletter.....”
AA SFEED=&: ¥=8:"v=0:xn=30: GOSUB 1854 : END

1686
1414
1626
1844
18356
1866
1874
1166
1118
1111
1119
1146
1174
1158
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FEM Single Heigkt Bannst
GOSLUELLI8 REM Set up hext
FOKERD, 2: DOKER, AD+1 : CALL#468
FRETLIFHM

FEM Double Heiaht Banner
GOSUBLT18:REM Set up fest
FORA=ETO48 STEFF 48: FOKEAD+A, 11: DOES, AD+A+1 : CALL HSE
HEST : RETLREHM

FEM Set ub Farams
IF LEM TE 2188 THEM PRIMT"String to long, "EMD
AD=#EBEE-+: +Ed @: TE=TS+CHRESC A 0: FOKEE, Dw: POKES, SFEED
FORT=1 TO LEM: TH: A=ASCOMIDE. TE, 12 :POKET+#452, A: HEAT
RETLIRH
REM met up MAC. Lsetr, Text

Fltmees, Mien wou tube FOREE#®ZGF, 1, How when gon Press

FOR I1=4#B8200 TO $BAGE:FPOKEL. 9: MEAT FORI=#4@8 TO #421:READ A% 3
FA=YALL "#"+FAS 0 POKET AHEAT FORI=1 TO #4FF:FOKET. &

MEST : FETURH
DATARS, B2, 29, IF, 85,82, A8, AZ, 20, 86,87, 8A, 31,48, Ex, 22
DATAHLR, F9, AZ, 82, BD. 8F, 84, 30, 20, A2, CA, 16, F7 ES. 86. 84

C DATARS, 85, 85, 5F, 60, 42, 8A, 48, 93, 48, 78, C8, IF, DE, 3H, AS

DATHAZ, 85, 5F, AG, 84, BD, 93, 84, DE, 86, AZ, 88, 26.04, FO. F5
DATASS, BS, AS, 86, 86, B85, 06, 05, 2A, 86, 85, ZA, £5, B4, 83, BE
DATAAR, 87, 84, BE, AS, BY, 25, 8A, A286, 85, 85, Ad. BB. B 1. 235

DATHLE, 25,87, FB, 81, 38, A, 82, B81, 82, 2A, CS, 48, 29, ZF. 51
DATAAS, A8, 15, 968, 65, BE, AS, 28, CAL 18, ED, Ca, BE, 18. DD. 46
DATASET, 98, 06, AS, 20, 55, 67, EG, 04, 62, AB, 65, AR, 65, 48, 4C, 25, 84
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Here iz a Machine Code program (ofFosite) scrolling routine wrote
by Klaus Pederson from Denmark. It allows the user to scroll text
gither in double height or in single height banners. it is interupt
driven which means the user can scroll their text while taping in
programs etc. Klaus also zays that it makes a Hires scroll in Text
mode using the user defined chars.
Ereak down of Parameters:
Wo Vertical Position
Y — Horizontal Positionby —- are deta (NEI which means the difference in # or the length
of the ‘Window’
SPEED —~ the scroll timing. the lower the number the faster it scrolls
funder 2 i= not advisable. ?

YHATZI EY ROBERT DUTTOM FOR THE ORIC-1 42K OHLY _ o,eeaee SEP SWEET

Here iz a corwerted Program from the YIC-20 to Oric-1 by Robert
Dutton from Birmingham, which is izzues 2 Pull-Out ProSeam.
The aim of the 9ame is in achieving certain combinations with a 3
dice, These combinations are :—

A-1 Fairs : Two Pairs and an odd die in any order 2.2 4 £6 4 3 6.
B-~1 Pril Three dice with the sams number and boas odd dice in and
order e,-1 Four~Fold : Four dice with the same number and one odd die in

i}
ih
If

fl 1n

and order e.9 33353.
O-1 Foker : A Prile and a pair in any order 2.9 ZE2EZ.
E-1 Fiwve-Fold All dice with the same number 2.9 44444,
F-1 YHATZI : A run in numbers from 1 to 5 or 2 to & in and order
e.9 26453.Each Plaser has onld three throws.At the end of each theow
the Plauer mad hold ang number dice to achieve a combination.but
once held that die will be held for the duration of that run.bhen
3 Plawesr Maz achiewed a combination which ke wants he tupes “57 to
crore that combination. The computer will then ask which combination
the Flaver wishes to score, to which the Plaver replies by tuping
a letter A-F corresPonding to the combination. The computer will
then chec n the die and score accordingly. It iz now the turn of the
next Plaser, The fame ends when a plaver has scored all the
combinations.
Between two and eioht pladers may Plavw and the fame is fun for

A yound and old alike.
CHM AWYOME HELF

Haz anyone aot an original copy of ‘Fishy Business’ be Salamander.
If so can thes Please gst in touch with the Editor at Your Oric.
Ang information would be most Srateful.
Martain Bateman from Adleskure in Bucks.ke iz seekin® 3 coPy of the
MegaBaze manual COrPleus’, as he Purchased an orisinal of Mesabaze
but without the manual. If ans reader can help Martain.he would be
most grateful.Write to: Martain Bateman, 25 Henry Road. Aylesbury,
Bucks, HP28 1HP.
Ian Bruce from the Mest Midlands weld like to know where the pixel
Pattern for the cursor iz held. lan Proberly thinks it is a function
of the ULA.is this ante Carn andgone kell Ian out IH 30 please
contact Rim at the following address 0 12 Dwers Lane, Illshaw Heath.
Hock led Heath. Solikull. Mest Midlands. B54 EEE.
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Your Orie Ts x REVIEWED

Software Reviews
EGO TE RECORMENDED: HIRES DUMP
I have just obtained a copy of F.G.C's new MCP-40 Hires Dump Prog for the Atmos.The progra—
allows users with the MCP 40 Colour Printer/Plotter to dump high resolution screens to pri
nter.The tape comes in cassette version and is priced at £6.95.To dump a screen to printer
you first load in the Hires Dump program and then load in the hires screen (Can be the other
way round. ) by typing :HIRES:CLOAD"": CALL//9000. Once the screen is loaded in you can then
choose your sizes.It allows you to obtain four different sizing in printout.You just select
the vertical & horizontal pixcel- lengths.This is handy if you havn't a lot of paper left!

The dumping to printer takes only minutes,It scans the screen from left to right and
prints it's find to printer.The quality of printout is very high.An example of a printout I
have used F.G.C's demo screen which is supplied on the tape.The size I've used is 1 by]

Overall this excellent utility from F.G.C must be the best around for the MCP-40 Printer.
I would strongly recommend this program to any Oric Owners who have the MCP-40 Printer.Wel
done F.G.C.
G FINANCIAL and Gubbie is an excellent maze arcade game for the Oric-1 & Atmos

GENERAL 18K.Gubbie is one of three new games released by I.J.K Software.
The game comes in a video style cassing and has an impress-

COMPUTING ive front cover.Gubbie can be operated by the I.J.K Penant
Joystick Interface.When the game loads you are presented wit

Tel (02572) 70088 a introduction screen just like the arcades!
Once you start the game your man called 'Gubbie' is scroli.u

’ aT into the maze with a count-down theme which sounds good.You
have to go around the maze in search for treasure bags,which

1 TT Jl are randomly posistioned.The scrolling method used in Gubbie is
very fine with no flickering which adds perfection to your pl-v!

When running around the maze you must avoid running into

Y * + 5re the Demon Skulls which you can quite easily do,so watch out!As
if the Demon Skulls wern 't enough other little cunning creatu-
res also inhabit the maze.But you'll be prepared for them be-

:

cause you are supplied with a spray gun which will slow down the
creatures that are after you.

All the creatures that you encounter have names and here's a
few that I've encounted but on unfriendly terms!-"The Terrible
Twins","Gary Glazers Gang","Women" and "Benny Big Mouth!" ,You

A n Th i i Mi iN won't believe this but they even got 'Taxmen' running after you
Ak Cp )@ AG ON with brief casses!!!The graphics are excellent with superb
cel = = ce § animation,colour and sound.It's fast and funny, probably the only

came with Taxmen!!If you buy one game this month I.J.K's LubbieY x dk +x is the game I'd recommend.



NO MAN'S LAND SOFTWARE:

AddressBook
Xx Reviewed x

ADDRESS
BOOK

This is an exciting new
user friendly program by
No Man's Land.It is basic
ally an address storage
} sgram but with process-
ing abilities;it can also
output to printer esppci-
ally useful for printing
address labels.The program

entirely menu driven
giving the user six opti-
ons;to input data into a
file or amending an exis-—

isting one,to process data
load & save a file on/off
tape,sort a file into alp-
habetical order,to erase a
wv’ le file from memory.The
1..e consists of records
or cards with six fields
already created which are:
Name ,Address, Town, Telepho
ne Number,Locality and
( er for any other infor
mation you might want to
include.They all have fix-
ed field lengths.

The heart of the prog-
X resides in option 2-
Processing,enter this op
tion and you are faced
with a sub-menu of a fur-
ther 4 options;Select-this
allows you to dedicate what
you want the computer to
locate e.g.Name of Smith
Jones it will search sequ-
entially for record(s)
with name of Smith,The
Number option enables you
to inspect the records in
numerical order starting
at the number of the rec

ord stated and lists from
then onwards.The final pr
ocess function is an alph
abetical listing routine
according to what field
name you request it lists
the entire contents of the
file in alphabetical order
(only after you've excuted
option 5,which is the alp
habetical sort routine.)
The last option returns
you back to the main menu.

On the whole I found
the program very easy to
operate as there is only
two keyboard: commands;
CTRL+V to excute instruc-
tions and RETURN also CTRL
+L to delete a record.This
is accompanied by friendly
messages telling you what
is happening e.g.If a rec
ord search has tnddata is being transfered
onto file.Also each option
vou enter the option name
is displayed at the top of
the screen in double height
characters in yellow.The
instructions are reasonable
covering all aspects rele-
vant to the program.The lo
ading & saving of files is
perfect with no errors what
so ever !The disabling of
the Oric's autorepeat func
tion is a marvellous idea
helping to limit typing
errors, the protection devi
ce on the initialise opt-
ion another good idea pre
venting accidential data
deletion as it will ask for
conformation on your deci
sion,

The only criticisms I
have about Address Book are

the fieldlength of the tele
phone number,it only allows
9 characters, the program
doesn't let you delete a
individual record after it
has been transfered onto
file,you can input 2 iden
tical records and the micro
will accept and file it.
Ignoring all these minor
problems Address Book in my
opnion is a fantastic prog
ram.I highly recomend it
for the user who has a lot
of Names & Address to store,
it even has business potent
ial with its large file cap
acity and high speeds (e.g.
search is about 2.5 recor
ds per second.20 records
sorted out in alphabetical
order in less than .50 sec
onds, looks like instantly.)
So it's ideal for a small
business who wish to keep a
few customer records and at
the cost of only £9.95 it
has a paralleled superior-
ity to the more proffessi-
onal,expensive and complic
ated packages on the mark
et today!
[ata(Fairly

STESS
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BY
A.CHAN
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Taking a quick look at the
Top 30 we can see that I.J.K
software have dominated the
charts with no more than 7

entrys and 4 in the top 10,
with Zorgon's Revenge in the
number 1 position,

French software. is also
creeping into the charts
with entrys from Loriciels,
Sprites,No Man's Land and
Inforgrames.

New titles which have
gone straight into the charts
are F,.G.C's Snake Venom and
Chuckford.
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2EAC COMPUTERS LTD. Vet Reg.No.406 5533 65

192 Greenock Road/ Largs,
PEACHBYTES .....ciovnunanen. JAN 1985 / Ayrshire,

Scotland, U.K.
ALL SOFTWARE RUNS ON ORIC-1 AND ATMOS

APBL Tel: 0475-673766
COPY ....... £05

A fast screen dusp to printer which gives perfect results using Peach machine code. Absolutely no squiggles or tisprintsIdeal for the home prograsaer - an essential tool kit.

CHECK ....... £09
After loading from tape or disc there may be errors. Peach code finds any errors in seconds. As used in many Peach
yrograas for reliability. Another essential tool kit for the serious prograaeer.

RECORDS ..... £ 10

A powerful technique for making and storing all types of records. Excellent screen editing. Easy to learn and to use.
Extresely large data files possible {up to 30Kbytes). Prograa/data checks in seconds for complete security.

STOCK ..... £10
Fast access to details of more than 1000 itees and customers names and addresses via coded input - with auto stock
control etc. Very suitable for Point of Sales transactions.

HICOPY ...... £05
4 high speed screen dump of the Oric-1/Atsos Hires graphics screen (200 x 240). Peach code ensures that all 48000 points
are transferred to dot matrix printer of the Epson type with precision, no squiggles or misprints at very high speed.

WRITER ...... £15
An excellent text writer which includes a nusber of special features suggested by our clients. These include transfer
of data from one page to another, delete and insert spaces with adjust to end of one/two lines, move groups of lines,delete and insert lines with ripple through entire text, automatic transfer of screen page to store. This prograe is
suitable for general purpose use and has proved to be very popular for a wide variety of tasks.

LABELS ...... £10
Prints out self-adhesive labels from selected parts of stored lists. Fast access to convenient editing facilities. Fast
Alpha sort. An essential part of any business system reducing tediua when handling correspondence.

SUPERSTOCK .. £ 15

“Like STOCK it has "Point of Sales" facility PLUS extra store for nuaber of each ites held - easy access for update -
auto stock adjust - save by file nase - proapts at min and zero stock levels - links sales over long 0g . ALg/tSPREAD ..... £15
8 large general purpose data base sheet which has standard lay out of - 200 lines by 128 columns. The fields are
.ndex no, Group syebol, Itee description - followed by 14 fields each of which is 8 coluans wide and pay hold text or
nusbers. The Logic functions include fast sort and find selected items with options to print. Fields eay be swopped
with sorting by field within a group. The Arith functions total any field within a group, multiply the total by selected
factor and gives % of total.

SPECIAL PACK .... £25 &A pack made up of the 4 prograss HICOPY / WRITER / LABELS / SPREAD

Peach software uses specially written machine code which results in very fast powerful programs which really exploit the
Oric-1/Ateos facilities. All programs are accompanied by carefully written manuals and sample data files where suitable.

PLEASE ADD VAT AT 15% TO ALL PRICES

SECRETARY.AG Ward DIRECTOR

©
A Ward TECHNICAL CONSULTANT : A. Ward. B.Sc.. Ph D..FR AS.

’



HARDWARE ¥ BY.C.Thompson

ORICx SPEAKS!
For Oric-1-& Atmos owners
who would like to hear
their Oric's talk,wait no
longer.The Speakeasy Module
by Jamar Ltd does just this!

The Speakeasy is housed
in a tough grey plastic ©

cassing and comes complete
with connecting leads.

Connecting the Speakeasy
to the Oric is done by
using the connecting lead.
The lead has a brown 10 Way
connecter which connects
into the Spcakeasy and a
black 20 Way conn' which
connects into the Oric's
Printer-Port.The Flying lead
(which is a small single
piece of wire) is firmly
possistioned into PIN 33 of
the Expansion Port.

Once this is done the
Speakeasy can be switched on.
While the Uric sets up its-
elf the Speakeasy makes a
hum and will be cancelled
once the Oric messages app-
ear on the screen.

The Speakeasy can produce
64 Allophones which are 64
sounds which inturn produces
the basic sound to construct
words.Below is a part of the
Allophone Table:

Number Allophone Word
0 PAl Pause
1 PA2 Pause

9 /PP/ Pow P
10 /J8/ dodGe G

11 /NN1/ thiN N

32 /AW/ oUt ou
33 /op2/ Do D

To send speech from the
computer to the Speakeasy
you use allophones from the
table,To send allophones
Oric uses the Basic commands
LPRINT CHRg(ALLOPHONE No. ).
This will send: the allophone
code as a character string.
An example;to send the allo-
phone 19 as a character
string will produce the

Speakeasy to aLPRINT CHRE(1 cing (4(4):
The CHRE(4) . silence the
Speakeasy.It is used at the
end of a word.Allophones
0 to 5 are pauses.
To be able to produce a
sentance.The allophones can
be grouped together and read
into a data-string.The prog-
listing below shows the
Basic structure of how this
is achieved:

10 REM MAKE SPEAKEASY SAY

"I-AM READY"

20
130 Ag=" 0
| 40 READ B

\ 50 IF B=99 THEN 100

i 60 A¥=AZ+CHRE(B):GOTO 40
70 REM ALLOPHONES Nos

GROUPED TOGETHER.
80 DATA 6,3,26,0,16,4,39,7,
21,19,4,99
100 LPRINT A$; CHRZ (4);

.LPRINTA{ outputs to Speak-
easy.CHRE(4); silences.
...within data line the 4
produces a pause.End of data
line 99 is the terminater.

Speakeasy is so versatile
that this basic program can
be incorporated into a
serious application,such as
learning aidse.g..Spelling
& Maths (Sound is interes-
ting to small children maki-
ng it fun to learn. ),if you
use your Oric to carry out
calculations and processing
the Speakeasy can inform you
when that particular action
has been carried out,probably
more effective than a visual
display crowded with text.

Another application to
consider are adventures
where the introduction of
speech could add a whole new
dimension.Overall the Speak-
easy module is a very inter-
esting piece of hardware to
add to the Oric system.And
indeed many interesting
applications can be carried
out.The Speakeasy Module can
be obtained by JARMAR LTD.

EPORT
at 17 Station Road,Mirfield,
West Yorkshire,WFl4 8LN.Or
from W.E.Software at Foley
Bank,Worcester Road,Great
Malvern,Worcestershire WR14
4QW,.For £34.90 includes int-
erface.* Oric-1 Colours only,
Black/Red for Atmos.

0yeSummer 1s here at last,
better late than never'It's
a busy time here at t.
Newsletter with software vo
review etc.But summer also
means something else to me

apart from hiding when vol-
unteers are necded to w

the lawn!I can start my 3rd
batch of brew.The weather
is just right for home becr
making.This time I'm trying
Larger with extra hops -o
wish me luck!

I will leave it in a
fermenting bin and leave it
to ferment with a measure
line on it so I'm sure that
none of the team have becn
taking any early samples!

We are having and I hope
it lasts some nice we ier.
So I've traided my trusty
typewriter in for a deck-
chair!Well not quite I'm
currently reveiwing F.G.C's
Chuckford.The Newslet
Team can't stop playing it!

When the Newsletter Tcam
meet for meetings etc.We all
head for the mail-bag to sce
if anyones wrote to us When
the room is littered \ ch

crisp bags and coffee mugs
we know A,Chan's been work-
ing hard on his latest rcv-
iew!(A.Chan is our top Bus-—

iness software reviewer.)
I've just bought a new tape
recorder,it's broken down or
me,so I'm forced to use the
old dusty one that looks
tired!'Well I won't bamble
on but to say that it's
great to see everyone liking
what they are reading inYour Oric.(Don't all write
in at once!)



)Classiiieds 6 Advertisin

[6.&,C, Speciall Offer.
F.G.C specialises in software but have many hardware bargains too. They also
are the only trade distributors (Fee Distribution) and have exclusive
supplies for Domark, Severn, Lothlorien, Mellowsoft and of course
their own titles. Even if you buy from elsewhere you may still indirectly
be buying from FGC! FGC are the only suppliers of disc based software for
both Oric and Cumana drives. They run a special bargains list until the
end of september so hurry!
Special offers exclusive to Your Oric :-
NML Invoicing £6.95, NML Styx £5,00, Panic £4.25, View To A Kill £6.50, Chopper
£5.50, The Quill £13.50, Xenon 1 £4.95, Zorgons Revenge £5.50, Gubbie £5.00,
Lone Raider £4.75, IJK Chess £6.85, IJK Draughts £5.00, Cribbage £1.25.
Just mention Your Oric to obtain these special prices or send for a full
list from the real experts in Oric :—

FGC Mailorder, 20 Meadowcroft, Euxton, Chorley, Lancs PRT GBU.

WIE.Software
Foley Bank,Worcester Road,Great Malvern,Worcestershire WRI4 4QW,

Telephone : Malvern (06815) 69059 — Telex/Prestel MBX 681569059,
We offer the following services to Oric owners :-—

A large range of software,Hardware items (e.g. Atmos Modem — £64.95 + £1.50
postage and packing),books, repairs and upgrades,spares and custom leads
(made to order),
Please telephone,or write, for our current catalogue.

FOR SAILIE:
For Sale....Othello £2.50, C.A.D £3.00, Key Trainer £2.50, Please add 20p
per tape for postage.Send to :- D.,Kay, 6A St Andrews Road, London, NW9 8DL,
Or phone on 205 - 3159.

AVA NT 4 De M.C.P 40 Printer working or faulty and cheap for spares. Please state price
o and condition, Write to :- Ronald Key, 15 High Street, Llanllechid,

Gwynedd, LL57 3EL.

Aerewiion F2eadesd..
1is is the place to sell your unwanted software and accessorries.Your Oric will reach lots of
ther Oric Owners.Classifieds are FREE to all Oric Owners,send your clearly written ad in no
nre than 35 words to Your Oric,Classifieds & Advertising,41 Morden Gardens,Mitcham,Surrey,
R4  4DH,



Adventure
Land of Illusion Spot

Land Of Illusion is a Text/
Graphic adventure for the
48K Oric 1/Atmos by Tansoft
Software and the price is
£6.95.

In this Graphic adventure,
which takes place in the
thirteenth century when the
land was run by local sherr
ifs whose only problems were
bandits and collecting of
taxes,you have returned from
a local war to discover that
vour village has been possess
ed by an evil curse created
decades ago. You will find
all the villagers slightly
alien to you because of the
curse, Once you have found
your village your adventure
begins.
Your task is to find and

take the Magic Stone from
'Barthogs' tower, and to
return it to the Temple Of

Minos, the stones rightful
place.Should you achieve your
task,you will free your peo
ple from the curse of Barthog.

While the adventure loads,
vou are shown an excellent
screen display,showing the
Tansoft logo in a 3D type
effect as scen on the front
of the cassctte.Displayed bel
ow that is the Land Of Illus
jon logo,and at the bottom of
the screen there is a nicely
graphic drawing of Barthogs
tower situated on a hill.Once
loaded you are given an accou
nt of the adventure so far,
vou are then asked to select
vour level of play.

The adventure displays some
excellent graphic picture lo
cations which only take a few
seconds to draw and shade.The
use of colour has been put to
good effect as well. Also the
use of vocabulary within the
adventure is pretty good.

You begin your adventure in
the forest. After wondering
around you should come across
a small woodern house,which
is surrounded by flowers,with
a sign above the door with
the word 'Zeb' written on it.
Who is Zeb you may ask your
self? Zeb is an old man who

has tried fighting the evil
curse that Barthog has casted
opon the village many years
ago. He will welcome you into
his house, And warn you of
the dangers that lie ahead of
you.Zeb will also give you a
Magic Potion which he says
will make you invisable for a
short time! Zeb will then
vanish into a puff of smoke
and all the furniture in the
house will disappear.

When you leave Zebs house
you will come across a myste
rious elf which will appear
suddenly before you.If you
treat him kindly he will give
you a gift of great importance.
But treat him badly he will
disappear.
Journeying further in a West

erly direction,you will come
across a flowing river if you
keep going towards the river
you will hear the sound of
rushing water get louder and
louder,don't go to near the
river bank or you will fall
in an drown! :

To cross the river you must
be at the location where you
hear the sound of rushing wat
er faintly,move West once and
this time the water will sou Jk
much louder, look about you and
you will find some logs ,which
are all that remains of what
use to be a bridge.If you type
1pUSH LOG' then 'JUMP LOG! «J
will sail down the river to =

discover new locations, but if
you move South once you have
sailed down the river,you will
find more logs which if you )
type in the above you will «2741

even further down the river.
Moving West from the river and

you will hear some voices,conti
nuing North and you will encoun
ter the Tolks who are very unfr
iendly people,who will if they
get half the chance! ,captur
you tie you up and throw youw’in
to a cooking pot to roast!



“The Curse of
Barthog.”

To pass the Tolks camp,you
must have the Magic Potion
from Zeb.When you hear voices
rs -¢ West then type 'DRINK

_ F*.ION',you will then become
invisable then type 'RUN NORTH'

. you should now be on the far
- side of the Tolks camp,without

being captured.

If you were wondering on
how to find a light for when
you go down the well and
into the dark passages whichi will soon discover! you
will need a branch from the
blocked path? you should
then try and find the shrine
which if examined you will
discover an eternal flame,
if you type 'LIGHT BRANCH',
you will have a light but be
ve,ned it only lasts a little
while!

I find it most enjoyable
playing Land Of Illusion,

ould recomend it to fel
16+ Oric Adventurers ,The
graphics are bright and col
ourful and what with the
sound effects make this adve
nture great to play. Next
Mgsletter I will be reviewing
1.J.K's Fantasy Quest so see
you soon!

| ADVINTURE

Originality TERR

Vocabulary xXAxX

Atmosphere adele
Graphics HR
Sound x
Value * 3% %*

BY

HELP LINE?
Are you stuck in an Adventure and can't get out and
have nowhere to turn.Then write to us here at Your
Oric,stating the adventure and problem your stuck on.And we will try and solve your problem.The address towrite to is :-—

Your Oric.
Adventure Help Line,
41 Morden Gardens,
Mitcham,
Surrey CR4 4DI,

MICRO : Oric 1 48K
ADVENTURE : Dan Diamond Is Lost In Space.
PROBLEM : How can I get rid of the sercurity robots?
NAME : C.Thompson,London, England.
SOLUTION : To get rid of the robots you must have the
Black Ring,which can be found at the arcade machine,
only if you play a game of 'Awful Green Things'!

MICRO : Oric 1 48K
ADVENTURE : Fantasy Quest.
PROBLIAM : Ilow can I get passed the Feather Monster ?
SOLUTICGN : To get passed the Feather Monster without being
stoped, you must be carring the Feather with you.
MICRO : Oric 1/Atmos 18K

The Hobbit.
PROBLEM : Ilow can I escape from the 'Bulbous Eyes',and
how can I get passed the Trolls in the clearing ?
SOLUTION : To escape death from the pale 'Bulbous Eyes!
which belong to the necromancer, just wait twice then
continue in your desired direction.To pass the Trolls
walt until dawn,by typing 'WAIT' twice.

I would like to sce the 'Ilelp Line' turned into a bigrersection so please write in to us,or if you have
B

a map to any Adventure we would like to sce itwrite in.....
made up

yS0 please

K THOMPSON ==
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ARCADE:
Don't Press The Letter Q £8.25

zorgon's Revenge
£8.20

Flecktro Storm
£6.25

Rat gplat
£6.79

The Ultra
£6.25

Mr JNIMPY

£6.70

gcuba Dive
£6.79

chuckford
(NEW)

£5.99

Ultima Zone
£6.75

Trouble In Store
£6.79

Ghostman

£4,795
7ebbie

£7.25

Lone Raider
£6,719

playground 21
£7.25

Hunch Back
£6.19

Tce giant
£6.25

The Hellio®
£6.79

Gubbie
(NEW)

£7.25

Chopper

£6.79
spooky Mans i008

£6.25

Krilly's
£4.75

Invaders (13K)
£6.70

Styx

£7.95
gpace shuttle

£5.95

Kenon 1

£6.29
Panic

£6.79

Yenon 111 (NEW)
£8.25

Harrier Attack
£6.75

pamsel I Distress (NEW) £8.25
Quack-A-J8cK

£5.25

Green X Toad
£5.29

Gravitor

£6.25

A
TIN

1
TT TIO TAIL

TENTU RE
EDUCALL I.

Franklin's Tomb
£6,719

picture Book
£A JT

ost In Space
£6.75

gtory Book

gA TD

Kilburn fncoun ber
£4. TH

Can You count
£4. ®

The Valley
£2.99

Can You spell
g1.95

The White Barrows
£3.95

Tlay Maths

£1.95
¥

Tyrann

£8.50
Table Teste

£A 9D
*

Fantasy Que

£6.29
3D Hangman

£4.90
¥

The D1 polical ToweY
£8.20

gpell A Rhyme

£A WD ’

Land O 11lusion
£6.79

catch A Key

£4.99
*

Waydor

£5.25
picture Spal

cA.95

The Hobbit
£10.75

operation gremlin
£A TD

jp View TO A Kill (NEW)
£7.79

UDGET
CHEAPLIFS FOR ORIC-1 NI. reert oe

Two Gun Turtle
£2.99

Invaders
(ATMOS

COMP) £3.00

Warlords

£2.99
Grail (ATMOS

COMPY)
£3.00

Johnny eb
£3.99

flunch Back
£5,99

Digger
(ATMOS

COMP")
£2.99

gcubha Dive

£5.99

Island A peath
2,99

Jogger

£2.99

Mor ia
2.99

Jlarrier Attack
£3.99

gend cheque °F p.0 made payable to A&P
SOFTWARE. RARER

A&P goftwar ,34 yar ley Road, Deane:

oft, pL AEU.

RODRESSE

x ORDERS oUTS IDE THE U.K.ADD 50p PER TTEM oF
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